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UPDATE ON PETROLEUM EXPLORATION ACTIVITIES
Highlights for the Quarter
Approval of Pilot Energy Limited’s acquisition of its EP437 interest by the Department of Mines and
Petroleum (“DMP”);
Approval to extend the term of EP448 to 15 September 2016;
Geological and geophysical mapping in EP104 with reprocessed seismic in EP104 further de-risking
the Black Rocks Prospect with evidence of potential direct hydrocarbon indicators in the form of gas
chimneys over the structure and amplitudes at reservoir level;
Commencement of assessment of prospective resource estimates on prospects in EP104 targeted by
seismic reprocessing;
Ongoing commercial discussions with other Operators to realign Key’s exploration acreage portfolio
in Western Australia, including assessment of potential acquisition of additional licences;
Lodgement with the DMP of Well Management Plans for suspended wells in R1 and L15 together with
requested amendments to Care and Maintenance Environment Plan and Health and Safety
Management System;
Tendering for reprocessing of key seismic lines over the Becos and Wye Knot prospect in EP437; and
An evaluation of several domestic and international ground floor venture opportunities in both oil
and gas which will complement the Company’s current exploration portfolio is to be undertaken.
Subsequent to the End of the Quarter
Key exercised an option to acquire a 40% interest in offshore Perth basin Exploration Permit
WA-481-P;
Environment Plan for Care and Maintenance activities on suspended wells in R1 and L15 was
approved by the DMP;
DMP approval received for Well Management Plans for suspended wells in R1 and L15;
Provided DMP with requested additional amendments to Care and Maintenance Safety Management
System;
An application to carry out a geochemical survey over EP104 was prepared and lodged with the DMP
together with the required Safety Management System and Environment Plan for approval;
Renewal of R1 was granted by the DMP subject to a varied work program; and
Application for Surrender of EP448 lodged with DMP.
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Activities for the Coming Quarter
Geological work in relation to recently acquired interest in WA-481-P, including assessment of
contingent and prospective resources;
Commencement of Well Pre-planning for EP437 for Permit Year 3;
Tendering for a 250 square kilometre Airborne Electromagnetic Survey in R1 in line with Year 1 work
program offered in renewal by DMP; and
Finalising approvals for the onshore Saddleback Geochemical Survey in EP104.
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OFFSHORE NORTHERN PERTH BASIN, WA-481-P, PERTH BASIN,
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
KEY PETROLEUM LIMITED (via wholly owned subsidiary)

40%*

PILOT ENERGY LIMITED (Operator)

60%*

Assignment of the permit interest is conditional upon the approval of the National Offshore Petroleum Titles Administrator
(NOPTA).

Subsequent to the end of the quarter, pursuant to a cooperation agreement with Pilot Energy Limited
(“Pilot”), Key exercised an option to acquire a 40% working interest in exploration permit WA-481-P
located in the offshore North Perth Basin, Western Australia.
Permit WA-481-P is located in shallow waters to the west of the onshore Dongara, Beharra Springs and
Waitsia Gasfields, and the Jingemia, Hovea and Cliff Head Oilfields.
WA-481-P is a large block that covers a large part (17,475 square kilometres) of the offshore extension of
the North Perth Basin. The primary petroleum plays are oil and/or gas within the Dongara Sandstone and
the Irwin River Coal Measures. Both oil and gas are proven within the permit with the Frankland gas and
the Dunsborough oil discoveries representing contingent resources.
Structurally the permit contains the north-south trending Turtle Dove Ridge to the west where the
previous Operator drilled three exploration wells, all of which encountered oil and gas shows. The main
hydrocarbon source “kitchen” extends through the centre of the block, with hydrocarbons thought to
have migrated eastwards up to the Beagle Ridge in the east. This is where the Cliff Head, Frankland and
Dunsborough discoveries are located.
Based upon a review of existing 2D and 3D seismic data, Key and Pilot have identified a number of leads
in the north-eastern part of the permit which are regarded as highly prospective for discoveries in the
range of 5 to 20 MMbbls oil, or 50 to 100 Bcf gas. Any future discoveries may be combined with the
existing resources within the permit, to form a “string of pearls” style development utilising existing
infrastructure such as the Cliff Head and Dongara facilities.
The acquisition is in line with the Company’s exploration strategy, utilising experience in the North Perth
Basin and expanding its position from EP437 to encompass both oil and gas plays in the offshore North
Perth Basin.
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Location of Offshore North Perth Basin Permit WA-481-P
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ONSHORE NORTHERN PERTH BASIN PROJECT, EP437, PERTH BASIN,
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
KEY PETROLEUM LIMITED (via wholly owned subsidiary) (OPERATOR)
REY RESOURCES LIMITED (via wholly owned subsidiary)
PILOT ENERGY LIMITED

43.47%
43.47%
13.06%

EP437
During the quarter the Operator, Key Petroleum Australia Pty Ltd, held discussions with the EP437 Joint
Venture around proposed various works to be carried out in the current permit including well preplanning for exploration drilling in 2017. These include potential reprocessing over select lines over the
Wye Knot and Becos prospects. In the next quarter, the viability of reprocessing will be assessed if the
raw data can be located. Petrophysical review of key wells will be conducted and presented to the Joint
Venture. These studies will also form part of a technical review in assessing prospective resource
estimates and ranking of prospects for future drilling.

Wye Knot

Becos

Selected lines for reprocessing over the Wye Knot and Becos Prospects
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SOUTHERN CANNING PROJECT, CANNING BASIN, WESTERN
AUSTRALIA
EP448
KEY PETROLEUM LIMITED (via wholly owned subsidiary) (OPERATOR)
INDIGO OIL PTY LTD

78.00%
22.00%

After assessing the high cost of holding frontier exploration acreage in the Canning Basin, the decision
has been taken to apply to the DMP to surrender the permit.

NORTHERN CANNING PROJECT, CANNING BASIN, WESTERN
AUSTRALIA
EP104
KEY PETROLEUM LIMITED (via wholly owned subsidiary) (OPERATOR)
INDIGO OIL PTY LTD

89.23%
10.77%

R1
KEY PETROLEUM LIMITED (via wholly owned subsidiary) (OPERATOR)
INDIGO OIL PTY LTD

85.23%
14.77%

L15
KEY PETROLEUM LIMITED (via wholly owned subsidiary) (OPERATOR)
INDIGO OIL PTY LTD

85.40%
14.60%

During the quarter Key was offered the grant of renewal for Retention Lease R1 for a further 5 years
subject to an amended work program. The aim of this work program is to mature the commerciality of
the Point Torment Gas Field and will include environmental development studies over the Point Torment
tidal and mud flat area and a 250 square kilometre Airborne Electromagnetic Survey over the permit in
Year 1 of the renewal.
Adjacent to R1 reprocessing and preliminary seismic mapping of the Black Rocks Prospect in EP104 has
shown potential direct hydrocarbon indicators over what can be regarded as one of the largest
hydrocarbon structural features in Australia yet to be drilled. This preliminary work has warranted further
investigation of the prospectivity and subsequent to the end of the quarter Key prepared and lodged an
application with the DMP to conduct a 4.5 kilometre geochemical survey, the Saddleback Survey, over
EP104. This survey assists in de-risking the existence of any petroleum system in the onshore portion of
EP104. A Safety Management System and Environment Plan pertaining to the survey were also lodged
with the DMP for their approval.
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Further, subsequent to the end of the previous quarter, Key received approval for the Care and
Maintenance Environment Plan for activities on suspended wells in R1 and L15 from the DMP.
Additional requested data was provided to the DMP during the quarter with reference to the Safety
Management System pertaining to the same Care and Maintenance activities on suspended wells in R1
and L15 and we now await approval for same.
Gas chimney directly over
Black Rock Prospect

Signal to noise has been greatly improved by the newly reprocessed data. The new data and mapping has strengthened the
prospect definition and highlighted potential direct hydrocarbon indicators.

Key’s prospects and leads in the North Canning Basin Project
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CURRENT OUTLOOK FOR KEY PETROLEUM
At the end of the quarter the Company had $1.57 million cash on hand.
Exploration spend for the quarter was $0.15 million which related to Key’s share of geological work carried
out in the Canning Basin assets, including the reprocessing of EP104 data, payment of the annual permit
fee for Production Licence L15 together with the assessment of several new venture opportunities
including WA-481-P.
Forecast expenditure for the next quarter is anticipated to be approximately $0.28 million which includes
interpretation of the recently acquired WA-481-P exploration block, and well pre-planning and 2D
reprocessing for EP437.
Overhead expenditure of $0.18 million was in line with the previous quarter and given the footprint of
acreage the Company has in Western Australia; the administrative costs are extremely low when
compared to other operating oil companies in Australia. Forecast overhead expenditure for the coming
quarter is expected to be in line with the current quarter despite the annual audit and ASX listing fees
being due and payable during this period.
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PETROLEUM PERMIT SCHEDULE
Location

Interest at
Beginning
of Quarter

Interest at
End of
Quarter

Acquired
during
Quarter

Disposed
during
Quarter

Exploration Permit

Canning Basin, WA

78%

78%

-

-

EP104

Exploration Permit

Canning Basin, WA

89.23%

89.23%

-

-

R1

Retention Lease

Canning Basin, WA

85.23%

85.23%

-

-

L15

Production Licence

Canning Basin, WA

85.40%

85.40%

-

-

EP437

Exploration Permit

Perth Basin, WA

43.47%

43.47%

-

-

Petroleum
Permit

Type

EP448

ASX Listing Rule 5.4.3

IAN GREGORY
COMPANY SECRETARY

Dated: 29 July 2016
Perth, Western Australia
The estimated quantities of petroleum that may potentially be recovered by the application of a future development project(s) relate to undiscovered
accumulations. These estimates have both an associated risk of discovery and a risk of development. Further exploration appraisal and evaluation is required
to determine the existence of a significant quantity of potentially moveable hydrocarbons.
The Resources assessment follows guidelines set forth by the Society of Petroleum Engineers – Petroleum Resource Management System (SPE-PRMS). The
Resource estimates used in this report were compiled by Mr Kane Marshall (Member SPE, AAPG, SPWLA, FESAus and PESGB) and Mr Len Diekman (Member
SPE, AAPG and FFin) of Energetica Consulting, who are qualified persons as defined under the ASX Listing Rule 5.11 and have consented to the use of Resource
figures in the form and context in which they appear in this presentation.
COMPETENT PERSON’S STATEMENT
The Information in this ASX Release relates to exploration data and results that are based on information compiled by Mr Kane Marshall who is a full time
employee of Key Petroleum Limited. Kane Marshall is a Practising Petroleum Engineer and Geoscientist who is a member of the SPE, AAPG, PESGB, FesAus and
SPWLA and Mr Len Diekman from Energetica Consulting who is an Independent Adviser to Key Petroleum Limited. Len Diekman is a practising Petroleum
Geophysicist and Resource Financial Analyst who is a member of SPE, AAPG and FFin.
DISCLAIMER
The information in this report is an overview and does not contain all information necessary for investment decisions. In making investment decisions, investors
should rely on their own examination of Key Petroleum Ltd and consult with their own legal, tax, business and/or financial advisors in connection with any
acquisition of securities.
Prospective oil in place and recoverable reserve estimates have been made under the Society of Petroleum Engineers Petroleum Resources Management System
(SPE-PRMS). Mr Marshall has compiled the information in this release as a Practising Petroleum Engineer and Geoscientist who consents to the release of the
information. The Company is compliant with reporting of estimates as defined in Chapter 5 of the ASX Listing Rules.
The information contained in this report has been prepared in good faith by Key Petroleum Ltd. However, no representation or warranty, expressed or implied,
is made as to the accuracy, correctness, completeness or adequacy of any statement, estimates, opinions or other information contained in this document.
Certain information in this document refers to the intentions of Key Petroleum Ltd, but these are not intended to be forecasts, forward looking statements, or
statements about future matters for the purposes of the Corporations Act or any other applicable law. The occurrence of events in the future are subject to
risks, uncertainties, and other factors that may cause Key Petroleum Ltd’s actual results, performance or achievements to differ from those referred to in this
document. Accordingly, Key Petroleum Ltd, its directors, officers, employees and agents do not give any assurance or guarantee that the occurrence of events
referred to in this presentation will occur as contemplated.
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Name of entity

Key Petroleum Limited
ABN

Quarter ended (“current quarter”)

50 120 580 618

30 June 2016

Consolidated statement of cash flows
Cash flows related to operating activities
1.1
1.2

1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7

1.8

1.9

1.10
1.11
1.12

1.13

Current quarter
$A’000

Year to date
(12 months)
$A’000
(1,116)
(824)
50

Receipts from product sales and related debtors
Payments for (a) exploration & evaluation
(b) development
(c) production
(d) administration
Dividends received
Interest and other items of a similar nature
received
Interest and other costs of finance paid
Income taxes paid
Other (Research and Development Grant &
Joint Venture Management Fee)

(148)
(181)
14
(1)
-

(4)
124

Net Operating Cash Flows

(316)

(1,770)

Cash flows related to investing activities
Payment for purchases of: (a) prospects
(b) equity investments
(c) other fixed assets
Proceeds from sale of:
(a) prospects
(b) equity investments
(c) other fixed assets
Loans to other entities
Loans repaid by other entities
Other (provide details if material)
Net investing cash flows
Total operating and investing cash flows
(carried forward)

-

-

-

-

(316)

(1,770)

+ See chapter 19 for defined terms.
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1.13

1.14
1.15
1.16
1.17
1.18
1.19

Total operating and investing cash flows
(brought forward)

(316)

(1,770)

Cash flows related to financing activities
Proceeds from issues of shares, options, etc.
Proceeds from sale of forfeited shares
Proceeds from borrowings
Repayment of borrowings
Dividends paid
Other (provide details if material) Share issue
transaction costs

-

700
(4)

Net financing cash flows

-

696

Net increase (decrease) in cash held

(316)

(1,074)

1.20
1.21

Cash at beginning of quarter/year to date
Exchange rate adjustments to item 1.20

1,890
-

2,648
-

1.22

Cash at end of quarter

1,574

1,574

Payments to directors of the entity, associates of the directors, related
entities of the entity and associates of the related entities
Current quarter
$A'000
1.23

Aggregate amount of payments to the parties included in item 1.2

87

1.24

Aggregate amount of loans to the parties included in item 1.10

-

1.25

Explanation necessary for an understanding of the transactions
Item 1.23 includes aggregate amounts paid to directors including salary, directors’ fees, consulting
fees and superannuation.

Non-cash financing and investing activities
2.1

Details of financing and investing transactions which have had a material effect on consolidated
assets and liabilities but did not involve cash flows

2.2

Details of outlays made by other entities to establish or increase their share in projects in which
the reporting entity has an interest

+ See chapter 19 for defined terms.
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Financing facilities available
Add notes as necessary for an understanding of the position.

3.1

Loan facilities

3.2

Credit standby arrangements

Amount available
$A’000
Nil

Amount used
$A’000
Nil

Nil

Nil

Estimated cash outflows for next quarter
$A’000
280

4.1

Exploration and evaluation

4.2

Development

-

4.3

Production

-

4.4

Administration

170

Total

450

Reconciliation of cash
Reconciliation of cash at the end of the quarter (as
shown in the consolidated statement of cash flows) to
the related items in the accounts is as follows.
5.1

Cash on hand and at bank

5.2

Current quarter
$A’000

Previous quarter
$A’000

92

102

Deposits at call

1,482

1,788

5.3

Bank overdraft

-

-

5.4

Other (provide details)

-

-

1,574

1,890

Total: cash at end of quarter (item 1.22)

Changes in interests in mining tenements and petroleum tenements
Tenement
reference
and
location
6.1

6.2

Nature of interest
(note (2))

Interest at
beginning
of quarter

Interest at
end of
quarter

Interests in mining
tenements and petroleum
tenements relinquished,
reduced or lapsed
Interests in mining
tenements and petroleum
tenements acquired or
increased

+ See chapter 19 for defined terms.
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Issued and quoted securities at end of current quarter
Description includes rate of interest and any redemption or conversion rights together with prices and dates.

Total number

7.1

7.2

7.3
7.4

7.5

7.6

7.7

7.8
7.9
7.10
7.11

Number quoted

Issue price per
security (see
note 3) (cents)

Amount paid up
per security (see
note 3) (cents)

Exercise price
2.5 cents
4.4 cents
5.2 cents
5.5 cents
5.9 cents
6.4 cents
7.4 cents
1.287 cents

Expiry date
12 March 2017
6 August 2017
6 August 2017
6 August 2017
6 August 2017
6 August 2017
6 August 2017
9 March 2019

Preference
+securities
(description)
Changes during
quarter
(a) Increases through
issues
(b) Decreases
through returns of
capital, buy-backs,
redemptions
+Ordinary securities
Changes during
quarter
(a) Increases through
issues
(b) Decreases
through returns of
capital, buy-backs
+Convertible debt
securities
(description)
Changes during
quarter
(a) Increases through
issues
(b) Decreases
through securities
matured, converted
Options (description
and conversion
factor)

Issued during quarter
Exercised during
quarter
Expired during
quarter
Performance
Rights

897,358,441

897,358,441

500,000
2,000,000
2,000,000
7,000,000
2,000,000
7,000,000
7,000,000
6,000,000

-

2,000,000
2,000,000

-

Classification
Performance Rights A
Performance Rights B

+ See chapter 19 for defined terms.
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7.12

Unsecured notes
(totals only)

Compliance statement
1

This statement has been prepared under accounting policies which comply with
accounting standards as defined in the Corporations Act or other standards
acceptable to ASX (see note 5).

2

This statement does /does not* (delete one) give a true and fair view of the matters
disclosed.

Sign here:
Company Secretary
Print name:

Date: 29 July 2016

Ian Gregory

Notes
1

The quarterly report provides a basis for informing the market how the entity’s
activities have been financed for the past quarter and the effect on its cash
position. An entity wanting to disclose additional information is encouraged to
do so, in a note or notes attached to this report.

2

The “Nature of interest” (items 6.1 and 6.2) includes options in respect of interests
in mining tenements and petroleum tenements acquired, exercised or lapsed
during the reporting period. If the entity is involved in a joint venture agreement
and there are conditions precedent which will change its percentage interest in a
mining tenement or petroleum tenement, it should disclose the change of
percentage interest and conditions precedent in the list required for items 6.1 and
6.2.

3

Issued and quoted securities The issue price and amount paid up is not
required in items 7.1 and 7.3 for fully paid securities.

4

The definitions in, and provisions of, AASB 6: Exploration for and Evaluation of
Mineral Resources and AASB 107: Statement of Cash Flows apply to this report.

5

Accounting Standards ASX will accept, for example, the use of International
Financial Reporting Standards for foreign entities. If the standards used do not
address a topic, the Australian standard on that topic (if any) must be complied
with.

== == == == ==
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